privacy-enhanced video obscures the appearance of a person in the video. We consider four privacy enhancements: blurring of the person, silhouetting of the person, covering the person with a graphical box, and covering the person with a graphical oval. We demonstrate that an automated video-based fall detection algorithm can be as accurate on privacy-enhanced video as on raw video. The algorithm operated on video from a stationary in-home camera, using a foreground-background segmentation algorithm to extract a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) around the motion in the video, and using time series shapelet analysis on the height and width of the rectangle to detect falls. We report accuracy applying fall detection on 23 scenarios depicted as raw video and privacy-enhanced videos involving a sole actor portraying normal activities and various falls. We found that fall detection on privacy-enhanced video, except for the common approach of blurring of the person, was competitive with raw video, and in particular that the graphical oval privacy enhancement yielded the same accuracy as raw video, namely 0.91 sensitivity and 0.92 specificity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Falls are detectable by algorithms that process raw video from in-home cameras [5] [8] [12] [14] [15] , but raw video raises privacy concerns, especially when stored on a local computer or streamed to a remote computer for processing. In assistive technology, privacy protection needs to be adjustable to a user's wishes while still yielding sufficient detection accuracy [2] [3] [6] . We explore how a fall detection algorithm performs on several forms of privacyenhanced videos. The key point, summarized in Figure 1 , is that the minimum bounding rectangles (MBR) around a video's foreground object are similar whether created from raw video or from privacy-enhanced video. A fall-detection algorithm based on MBRs may thus perform equally well on raw video and privacy-enhanced video.
Previously, Anderson [1] examined fall detection on videos privacy-enhanced by silhouetting. Our work considers four privacy-enhancements to provide user's with more customizability, which is essential to assistive technology adoption [3] [6] , comparing accuracy of a fall detection algorithm on those videos versus raw videos.
II. FALL DETECTION ON RAW VIDEO
Raw video is unaltered video that shows as much of the camera's scene as possible. Many algorithms detect falls in raw video [5] foreground from a video frame, and then use features of the foreground to classify whether a fall has occurred.
A. Foregrounding via foreground-background segmentation
Foreground-background segmentation is the splitting of moving objects in a video's foreground from the video's static background. Typical moving objects in a home are people, especially in the home of a live-alone elderly person being monitored for falls. Many algorithms for accurate foreground-background segmentation exist [7] [13] . Such algorithms typically detect non-changing portions of an image as representing the image background, and then subtract the background image from video frames, thus leaving only the moving objects.
We implemented a foreground-background segmentation algorithm using the OpenCV library in C++ [10] . The algorithm takes as input a background image (Figure 2(a) ) and a video frame (Figure 2 foreground image (Figure 2(c) ).
B. Fall classification using foregrounds
Many fall classification methods using foregrounds have [15] . The general approach is to determine which features are good predictors of a fall, and then build a modeling system to determine if a fall has occurred.
Some approaches use a threshold for the modeling system. Miaou [8] uses the ratio of the foreground's heightto-width as a feature, and if that ratio exceeds a threshold, then a fall is said to have occurred. Williams [15] uses the ratio of the foreground's width-to-height as a feature, and assumes that a person is on the floor if a threshold is exceeded. If the person is on the floor for too long, then the system determines that a fall has occurred.
Other approaches use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to generate a likelihood that a fall has occurred. Anderson [1] uses the ratio of the foreground's width-to-height along with the off-diagonal term from a covariance matrix as features. A threshold is set for each of the respective features, which indicates a fall has occurred. The threshold indications are the inputs to an HMM that determines whether a fall is likely to have occurred. Cucchiara [5] uses the foreground as input to a tracking algorithm that accounts for occlusions and outputs an MBR of the predicted person. The width-toheight ratio of the MBR is input to an HMM to generate a likelihood of a fall. Thome [14] builds an MBR around the foreground and computes the angle between the height and width of the MBR. A layered HMM uses the angle as the input feature for determining the probability that a fall has occurred.
Rougier [12] applies a unique approach that uses the foreground to prune edges created from edge detection on the video frame. The resulting edges produce a shape of the moving object, which is assumed to be a person. The shape of the edges is compared to the shape of pre-determined fall shapes using Procruste Shape Analysis. The likelihood of a fall is based on the similarity of the shapes.
Our work considers four features based on the MBR around the foreground: height in pixels, width in pixels, ratio of height-to-width, and ratio of width-to-height. These features depict characteristic shapes when a fall occurs, as in Figure 3 . For example, the height feature in Figure 3 (a) is a steady high for a few seconds, then decreases for two seconds or less, then is a steady low.
A feature sampled at a constant rate is a time series, as a time series is a sequence of data points. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a proven time series comparison method [11] that determines how much one time series must bend to become another time series. The comparison method is based on the shape of the two time series. For example, an observed height time series (Figure 4(a) ) can be compared to a characteristic height time series of a fall (Figure 4(b) ). If the two time series were similar, then DTW would return a small value. A threshold value can be used to classify whether the observed time series belongs to the same class as the characteristic time series.
We used a binary tree for classification. An observed time series begins at the root of the binary tree, continues to be classified as the observed time series traverses the tree, and receives a label at a leaf node. There are two types of nodes in the binary tree: non-leaf nodes and leaf nodes. Each non-leaf node contains a time series and a threshold value. A non-leaf node's time series is compared to the observed time series using DTW. If the returned DTW value is greater than the non-leaf node's threshold, then the non-leaf node's right child is traversed. Otherwise, the left child is traversed. Each leaf node contains a label, in our case either "fall" or "nonfall". The observed time series is assigned the label of the leaf node reached.
We used logical-shapelet analysis software [9] to train such a binary tree. A shapelet is a subsection of a time series, such as the highlighted section of the height feature in Figure  3 (a). The software takes as input labeled time series, in our case "fall" or "non-fall", and a minimum and maximum shapelet size. The software outputs a binary tree used for classification.
C. Feature comparison
We compared four features based on the MBR around the foreground: height in pixels, width in pixels, ratio of height-to-width, and ratio of ratio of width-to-height.
We recorded 23 raw videos (12 with falls and 11 without falls) of a sole male twenty-six year old actor, using a living room webcam capturing at a rate of 15 frames per second. Each video is approximately one minute long. The fall videos included stumbling and slipping on the floor, and loosing balance from the couch while reaching for a lamp. The non-fall videos included sweeping the floor, napping and watching television on the couch, and searching for a lost item.
For each video, we gathered the MBR from each frame of the video using our foreground-background segmentation algorithm. We converted each video's MBR data to a time series of each feature. We labeled each time series as either "fall" or "non-fall."
We used the leave-one-out method to evaluate each feature's fall detection accuracy. Accuracy is measured as two numbers: sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity is the ratio of correct fall detections over actual falls, e.g., if 11 falls were correctly detected but there were 12 total falls, sensitivity is 11/12 = 0.92. Specificity is the ratio of correct non-fall reports over actual non-falls, e.g., if 10 non-falls were reported but there were 11 non-falls, specificity is 10/11 = 0.91.
In particular, we trained a binary tree classifier with the logical-shapelet analysis software using leave-one-out of the videos, a minimum shapelet size of 5 seconds and maximum shapelet size of 15 seconds. Then, we tested the binary tree classifier with the remaining video. We performed the leave-one-out and testing for each video.
The average sensitivity and specificity for each feature are shown in Table 1 . The width of MBR in pixels had the largest average sensitivity of 0.91 and the largest average specificity of 0.92. These results are not unexpected as many of the falls happened to the left or right from the camera's perspective, as opposed to falling toward or away from the camera.
III. PRIVACY ENHANCEMENTS Cameras typically output raw video, which we define:
• Raw video, shown in Figure 5(a) , is normal video that shows the camera's scene as clearly as possible.
A privacy-enhanced video intentionally obscures the appearance of a person in the video to protect that person's privacy. Raw video is perceived to have less privacy than privacy-enhanced video [4] [6] [16] . We consider four privacy enhancements:
• Blur video ( Figure 5(b) ) smears the video, typically restricting the smearing to the region with movement.
• Silhouette video ( Figure 5(c) ) replaces the movement with an outline of the person filled with a solid color.
• Bounding-oval video ( Figure 5(d) ) covers the movement with a bounding oval around each person.
• Bounding-box video ( Figure 5(e) ) covers the movement with a bounding box around each person.
We built a tool to convert raw video to privacy-enhanced video. The raw video was processed with our foregroundbackground segmentation algorithm to extract a foreground and the MBR around the foreground. The blur video blurred the region of the raw video in which the MBR resides. The silhouette video overlayed the foreground onto the background image. The bounding-oval video covered the region of the MBR with a solid blue oval that has the same height and width of the MBR. The bounding-box video covered the region of the MBR with a solid blue rectangle with the same height and width of the MBR.
IV. EXPERIMENT We evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of our fall detection algorithm on privacy-enhanced video. We converted the 23 raw videos described in Section II.C into privacy-enhanced videos. For each raw video and privacyenhanced video, we gathered the MBR from each frame of the video using our foreground-background segmentation algorithm. We converted each video's MBR data to a time series of width in pixels. We labeled each time series as either "fall" or "non-fall."
We trained a binary classifier in the logical-shapelet analysis software using the leave-one-out on the raw video's MBR width. Then, we tested the binary classifier with the remaining raw video's MBR width and the respective privacy-enhanced video's MBR width for each privacy enhancement. We performed the leave-one-out and testing for each video.
The average sensitivity and specificity are shown in Table 2 . Among the privacy-enhanced videos, the boundingoval had the highest average sensitivity of 0.91 and the highest average specificity of 0.92, which are identical results to the raw video. The bounding-box performed slightly worse in having misclassified one additional video over raw and bounding-oval. Blur and silhouette performed slightly worse still. The blur likely did worse because the color of the person and the color of the background are blurred together; therefore, the person is colored more like the background in blur video than raw video, which is harder for the foreground-background segmentation algorithm to handle. Blur may be improved by reducing the absolute difference threshold used to identify the foreground when subtracting a frame and the background image; however, this reduction may cause more noise in the foreground. The silhouette likely did worse because the black-colored silhouette would get confused for a shadow. Silhouette may be improved by making the color of the silhouette the same blue color as the bounding-oval and bounding-box.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A fall detection algorithm using a common approach involving features extracted from the MBR of foreground video achieves comparable sensitivity and specificity on both raw video and privacy-enhanced video. The boundingoval privacy-enhanced video yielded the same sensitivity (0.91) and specificity (0.92) as raw video. Thus, the privacy enhancements described in this paper, except for blur video, may be applied prior to streaming the video to a local or remote computer that executes a fall detection algorithm, with small or no impact on fall detection accuracy.
In future work, we plan to compare our fall detection method to other methods using a larger video data set. We also plan to determine a user's privacy perception of raw video and each privacy-enhanced video, and determine a user's accuracy at manually detecting falls in raw video and each privacy-enhanced video. 
